WORLDWIDE MALNUTRITION
Approximately 2 billion people worldwide may be affected by micronutrient malnutrition. To combat these deficiencies, Matthew 25: Ministries distributes Grow Right, a micronutrient supplement.

GROW RIGHT MICRONUTRIENT SUPPLEMENT
Grow Right is a groundbreaking supplement developed by world-renowned nutritional chemist Dr. Haile Mehansho.

Grow Right contains 11 essential micronutrients, including iron, iodine, and vitamin A. These micronutrients are formulated in a way that allows for maximum absorption in the body.

Children taking Grow Right receive significant health benefits, which include:

- Improved nutritional status
- Enhanced growth
- Enhanced strength and focus
- Improved school performance

Matthew 25: Ministries has provided Grow Right to thousands of undernourished children in Haiti, Nigeria, and more.
“When the Grow Right team first distributed the drink to recipients in Haiti, the kids loved it!” Tim Mettey, CEO of Matthew 25, recalls. “It tastes very good. The children wanted to get back in line for a second drink.”

**TESTIMONIALS**

“After drinking Grow Right juice, the children are stronger. They listen, do homework and study better. Since they started drinking the juice, they are healthier. Merci Matthew 25: Ministries.”

Faith School & Church, Cap-Haitien, Haiti

“I can’t express how much they loved the juice. They want to have it all day. After drinking Grow Right juice, the children had more energy. They became stronger. They played better. They were doing better in school.”

Orphelinat L’amour du Bon Berger, Haiti

“They loved it. They loved it more, the more they drank it. After drinking Grow Right juice, the children were more physically active and stronger. The children were happier. You can see it on their faces.”

Martin Luther King School, Haiti